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The search for the truth about his mysterious transformation has led Victuals back home, where he

finds his old body inhabited by King Erzatz of the Lizard men, now bent on making any sacrifice

necessary to cheat mortality - including his own daughter Princess Cyrene. But an even greater and

more ancient danger lurks still deeper beneath them, one whose rise could spell the doom of their

underwater world. Victuals must face his King, Cyrene must face the Invisible, and both Human and

Lizard man must face the strange destiny that has been brewing in the waters.
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I praised the plot reviewing the first book, I will now just talk about the artwork. Brubaker is an

amazing artist. His ability to visually tell a story is top notch. A wonderful story!

Nice art. Decent story. I would not say a great story, but not bad. If you like Jason Brubaker's art,

you will like this book.



I had already read every page before the book came out. Jason Brubaker created reMIND as a

webcomic, ironing out any bugs before it became available in print. A fantasy that involves a young

woman, her cat, mysterious creatures underwater, and... a brain transplant. Fanciful? sure. But

Brubaker carries it off with marvelous art (unique style) that bridges the gap between

incredulousness and believability. Occupies a proud space on my shelf beside Lil Abner, Zits, the

Spirit and TinTin. You should find a space on your shelf.

Really great book. The style is so different from anything else I've seen. Very fresh. Great art, great

storytelling , and beautifully printed with quality materials. What's not to like?

If you haven't read Vol. 1, you should before reading Vol. 2. This concludes the fantastic story with

the same high-quality art and writing. I only wish I had backed it on Kickstarter because then I'd

have the slipcover to hold the two books. Oh well, they still look great on my bookshelf. I can't say

enough good things about reMIND - just buy it. You won't regret it.

Amazing art, story, and graphics. Thank you

Awesome & inspirational author who's an excellent artist.

A unique and original story concludes. how wil victuals the lizard man get his body back form the

tyrannical king. brilliant pictures and a tight story. read the first one first.

The Gift of Motherhood: Adult Coloring book for new moms & expecting parents ... Helps with stress

relief & relaxation through art therapy ... Unique ... remind mom the beauty and joy of motherhood
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